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Quick Quotes
Prominent Senator Points to Crown Prince in Khashoggi
Murder
“Open source reports show that he [the crown prince] had been focusing on Mr. Khashoggi for a very
long time. It is zero chance, zero, that this happened in such an organized fashion without the crown
prince’s knowledge.”

After an official briefing from the CIA, Senator Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) rendered his opinion about the
death of the anti-Saudi journalist who was murdered in Turkey.

New York City Transit System Loses $215 Million From Riders
Who Don’t Pay
“We’re going to improve the reliability and performance and we’re going to crack down on the people
that have somehow been scamming the system and getting away with not paying.”

New York City Transit Authority board member Lawrence Schwartz discussed the findings of a report
stating that approximately 208,000 people travel via the subway every day without paying.

Einstein’s 1954 Anti-Bible Letter Sells for $2.9 million
“The word of God is for me nothing but the expression of and product of human weaknesses, the Bible a
collection of venerable but still rather primitive legends. No interpretation, no matter how subtle, can
(for me) change anything about this.”

A page-and-a-half letter, written by Albert Einstein during the year before his death in 1955, was his
response to the book Choose Life: The Biblical Call to Revolt written by German philosopher Eric
Gutkind. Christie’s auction house conducted the sale of the letter but did not name the buyer.

Mexican and Central American Leaders Finding Migration to
Be More of Their Concern
“The economic and political elites of Central America, along with those in Mexico, have long been
accustomed to deal with immigration as if it were a United States problem, arguing that people want to
go there, so it’s better not to get involved. This crisis that has already exploded is forcing Central
America and Mexico to not hide beneath that worn-off excuse. And that is a good thing.”

A professor at CIDE, a university in Mexico City, Carlos Heredia, sees the current crisis being a concern
as never before.

Gorbachev Still Wants World Government and a “New World
Order”
“Today, only joint efforts can avert a new confrontation and the threat of a devastating war, thus
restoring the prospect of a new world order.”
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Time magazine sought out Mikhail Gorbachev, the former leader of the USSR, for his comments after
the passing of George H.W. Bush. The two world leaders, both veteran advocates for creation of a “new
world order,” were strongly allied in seeking a world government when Bush was U.S. president and
Mikhail Gorbachev was presiding over the USSR.

Time Magazine Sought Comments From the CFR President
After Bush’s Passing
“The U.S. cannot turn its back on the world. Bush understood that isolationism is folly, that the U.S.
cannot insulate itself from the consequences of a world that comes apart.”

Current Council on Foreign Relations President Richard Haass served as a special assistant to George
H.W. Bush during the Bush presidency. The two men obviously agreed that the United States should be
the policeman of the world, and both wanted a world government to replace national sovereignty.

— Compiled by John F. McManus
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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